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1 The question

Suppose we could build creatures with intelligence comparable to our own, who by
design want to do tasks we find unpleasant.Maywe build such creatures?

This is the central question I wish to examine. Before we turnto my answer and
its defense, though, I’d like briefly to consider something philosophers typically do not
stop to consider: namely, why we might ask the question in thefirst place.

The question is, first of all, a natural and engaging one. WhenI discuss the possi-
bility of artificial intelligence with undergraduates, they immediately begin to wonder
about whether they might have robot servants in their lifetime, and this leads them
immediately to the question of whether theyshouldhave them. The association is un-
derstandable, given the prevalence of robot servants in popculture. To pick some ref-
erences from my own cultural frame, there’s C3PO and R2D2 from Star Wars, Marvin
in The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy, Rosie fromThe Jetsons, HAL from 2001,
and “Robot” fromLost in Space. Much of theTwilight Zonecorpus is dedicated to
robot labor. More recently there’s Data fromStar Trek: The Next Generation, Bender
from Futurama, and the host of robots in the Kubrick-Spielberg movieA.I. Disgrun-
tled robot servants are at the heart of theMatrix plotline (as the backstory inAnimatrix
makes clear). Isaac Asimov’sI, Robotseries simply assumes that intelligent robots
should be programmed as our servants; it’s written into Asimov’s famous “3 laws of
robotics”.1

∗Thanks to Marc Alspector-Kelly, Jim Delaney, Ashley McDowell, Bill Rapaport, and Mark Walker for
comments on drafts. Thanks also to many undergraduate students for class discussion. And thanks, finally,
to Patrick Grim, Eric Dietrich, Selmer and Katherine Bringsjord, and all who discussed this with me at the
NA-CAP 2006 Conference.

†This is adraft (file: robot-servitude-jetai.tex,vversion: 1.10), and should not be circulated or cited
without permission.

1“1. A robot may not injure a human being, or, through inaction, allow a human being to come to harm.
2. A robot must obey the orders given it by human beings exceptwhere such orders would conflict with the
First Law. 3. A robot must protect its own existence as long assuch protection does not conflict with the
First or Second Law.” From Asimov (1950).
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Indeed, the very word ‘robot’ has its roots in the issue of mechanical servitude.
Karel Čapek chose ‘robot’ for his playR.U.R: Rossum’s Universal Robotsto invoke
the Czech wordrobota, which means “drudgery” or “forced labor”.2 In the play,
a brave new world of robot servants eventually rebel againsttheir oppressive human
masters. Each of the fictions above, in fact, plays on this same tension between fan-
tasy and guilt—we’d like to have such robots ourselves, and yet these stories always
imply (more or less explicitly) that such servitude is not very considerate to the robot.
This tension arouses conflicting emotions that, in my experience, make for consistently
animated discussion.

This question is also an important one. Though a purely academic question now,
it could become awkwardly practical if (as I believe) we willactually be able to build
such creatures before too long. Against that possibility, then, it’s a wise strategy to start
on the associated ethical problems earlier rather than later. (After all, don’t we now
wish we’d started earlier on the ethics of genetic engineering?) There are more than
2 million RoombaTM floorvacs in circulation now, and South Korea is already rolling
out 1,000 test domestic robots toward its goal of “100% robot market penetration by
2020.”3 Of course these robots are not yet persons in any sense—but they are just the
beginning.

But even supposing that the naysayers of AI are right, and that robots with human-
like intelligence are impossible to build, it turns out still to be a worthwhile question
to consider. As we will see, the ethics of robot servitude serve as a clean test case for
ethical problems we already face—those of population ethics.

Finally, especially given the first two points, this question is a strangely neglected
one. (There has been much more attention, recently, to the question of how to make
suretheydon’t wrongus; see Trust me (2006) for example.) LaChat’s (1986) is an
early paper on the ethics of artificial intelligence generally, and touches on robot servi-
tude incidentally. Lucas (2001) surveys a few somewhat related papers. The only
philosophically informed discussion dedicated to the particular issue here seems to be
a recent online piece, Walker (2006). There is occasionallydiscussion in the popular
media, but most is straightforward and unsophisticated anthropomorphizing, along the
lines of “free our (future) robot brethren!”All of the literature on the topic concludes
in one way or another that such robot servitude would simply be a new form of slavery.
In summary, our interesting and important question has received very little attention,
and in that scant attention there is almost no debate.

2 Engineered robot servitude

I argue against this universal consensus in the literature.That is, I argue that robot
servitude is permissible. This conclusion is not only contrary to the literature; it is
also contrary to my own expectations. It emerged as a surprising consequence of my
research into the abstract nature of intelligence.

2Zunt (2002) presents a letter ofČapek’s in which he credits his brother Josef for the term.
3The RoombaTM statistic is from no less reliable a source than Wikipedia; the South Korea story was

reported in Block (2006) and elsewhere.
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2.1 Clarifications and thesis

Let me make three clarifications about this position up front. First, I am not arguing
for the permissibility of mechanical persons’choosingto serve humans out of many
available ends, just as some humans choose to spend their energy serving the good of
whales. I take it that such a Robot Volunteer Corps would be a trivial case of permissi-
ble robot servitude that needs no argument.

Second, and more important, I do not mean to defend robotslavery. I grant that
if the servitude in question were slavery, it would be impermissible. Indeed, I think
it plausible that slavery is wrong for any creature of any degree of intelligence. I am
happy to assume that robots (in the sense here) are non-humanpeople, and that moral
worth is not a matter of material constitution, and that enslaving a person is wrong.

It is easy, given our cultural associations, to assume that robot servitude automati-
cally amounts to robot slavery. This assumption begs a question of interest, however.
A necessary condition for slavery, I take it, is to be forced into work contrary to your
will. But it seems possible to design robots from scratch so that theywant to serve us
in more or less particular ways. In such cases the robots are not slaves, since they are
not working against their will—and yet their servitude is ofa more controversial nature
than that of the Robot Volunteer Corps. These are the cases ofinterest.

To be precise, then, I am defending the permissibility of what I’ll call Engineered
Robot Servitude(ERS):

ERS The building and employment of non-human persons who desire, by
design, to do tasks humans find unpleasant or inconvenient.

Implicit in ERS is my third and last proviso: the design must be “from scratch”. I
am not talking about what you might callpost-identitymodification—the manipulation
of an already existent person’s desires to new, servile desires that would have been
against the pre-modified person’s will. I take such cases to be uncontroversially wrong,
whatever the material nature of the person so modified. Instead, I am thinking of cases
where the person comes into being with the servile desires intact.

2.2 Positive motivation

The bulk of this paper fends off a major objection to this position. Before I get to
this objection, though, I’d like to suggest some positive reason to think that ERS is
permissible.

As a warmup to the notion of permissible intelligent servitude, consider dogs.
Of course they are not of person-level intelligence. But they have been engineered,
through natural selection, to wish to perform activities that serve humans. Retrievers,
for example, are genetically wired for an obvious and genuine joy in fetching. It is not
unethical to have a retriever fetch something, just becausethe fetching serves (or could
serve) us; if anything, it is unethical topreventa retriever from fetching. Similarly it
is not unethical to “keep” a dog for such purposes; the dog is genetically designed to
desire and even rely on such keeping, and indeed setting dogs“free” seems to be the
unethical thing to do.
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Now suppose we could make a dog much more intelligent while keeping such de-
sires fixed. The intelligent retriever, for example, would be much more resourceful
about fetching things. This still does not obviously make itunethical for the dog to
fetch; it is anthropomorphizing to think otherwise. Of course a typicalhumanwould
find such a task unfulfilling, but that is because humans were never wired to desire
fetching for its own sake.

This example relies on the idea that it is possible to be of person-level intelligence
and maintain goals quite unfamiliar to human people. This idea follows naturally from
a growing consensus in the philosophy of mind, though, according to which intelli-
gence is something like adaptability in the face of goals.4 This abstract notion of intel-
ligence, of course, leaves the nature of the goals unspecified; to say that intelligence is
an adaptability towardgetting foodor reproducing, for example, would bias the matter
toward biological creatures who happen to have such goals.

Presented with so many anthropomorphized robots in popularculture, it’s easy to
forget that robots would be likely to have very different goals from our own. They
would gain their energy differently, for example, and they would not reproduce as
we do (if at all). These simple facts alone have profound influence on what will be
appetitive and what aversive for such creatures. The fact that we seek the taste of leaves
boiled in water with cow squirtings, say, is likely to be somewhat mysterious to such
creatures, as would be our intense interest in having our body parts interact in certain
ways with others’ parts.5 Of course smart robots might intellectually understand why
we humans like such things, in the sense that we humans can understand why a dog
likes to sniff other dogs’ posteriors. Robots could see theoretically how such things
would be motivating for us, given the particular way our own genetic programming
came about. Conversely, of course, they could well prefer things that are mysterious
to us. Just as the things we (genuinely, rationally) want arelargely determined by our
design, so will the things the robot (genuinely, rationally) wants be largely determined
by its design.

Indeed, since they are unconstrained by evolutionary pressures, robots could poten-
tially have any of a wide range of goals and still be intelligent. We could presumably
design them to find the look and smell of freshly-laundered clothes immensely rein-
forcing in the same way an orgasm is reinforcing for humans. Such a robot, if designed
well, could show up at your home genuinely hoping to do some laundry. To like clean
laundry so much seems arbitrary to us, of course, but no more arbitrary than liking dry
leaves in water. It’s not at all clear that it would be impermissible for this kind of robot
to do your laundry. This is the kind of case I have in mind.

3 The objection

Once stated clearly, I know of only one persistent objectionto the thesis of permissible
ERS. If ERS is permissible, runs the objection, then so should beEngineered Human
Servitude:

4See, for example, Lycan (1987) p. 123, Clark (2001) p. 134, orDaniel Dennett’s “Tower of Generate
and Test” ine.g.Dennett (1994).

5The former example is inspired by Adams (1980).
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EHS The engineering and employment ofhumanpersons who desire, by
design, to do tasks (typical) humans find unpleasant or inconvenient.

The objector of course has in mind cases of genetic engineering or (pre-identity) neuro-
logical tinkering. Depending on the details of the case, the“delta” caste from Huxley’s
Brave New World—humans bred and raised to embrace mundane labor—serve as a fair
example.6 Such human engineering is morally repulsive. So, the objection concludes,
ERS must also be wrong.

This objection shows up in all the relevant literature I’ve seen, and it inevitably
emerges in informal discussion. It relies on two key premises:

1. that EHS is morally impermissible, and

2. that EHS is appropriately analogous to ERS.

I sympathize with the intuition that EHS is wrong. It turns out, though, to be quite dif-
ficult to say exactlywhyEHS is wrong. Here, then, is my strategy for responding to the
human engineering objection: I’ll consider a wide range of possible ethical frameworks
for explaining the wrongness of EHS. For each such ethical view, I’ll show either that

1. the ethical view fails to explain why EHS is wrong, or

2. the explanation fails to maintain the analogy with ERS.

Somewhat artificially, and somewhat anachronistically, I’ll arrange these ethical views
by their most famous historical proponents.

3.1 Kant and EHS

It is surprisingly difficult to explain on deontological grounds why either EHS or ERS
is morally impermissible. Consider any creature—human or robot—who is engineered
from scratch to desire to do laundry (say). Here is a dilemma for the Kantian with
respect to this creature: first, such a creature either has the potential for autonomy, or
it doesn’t. If it doeshave the potential for autonomy, then there is no problem. Of
course it would be wrong on Kantian grounds to hinder that autonomy by preventing
it from fulfilling its ends—in this case, by preventing it from doing laundry. But if
it can autonomously pursue ends like clean laundry, then we are doing no (Kantian)
wrong to permit it. On the other hand, perhaps the nature of its programming (genetic
or computational) makes it essentially heteronymous, according to the Kantian. And
if for such reasons itdoesn’thave the potential for autonomy, then again, there is no
problem. If the creature is not capable of autonomy, then we can no more wrong it by
having it do our laundry than we can wrong a modern-day washing machine.7

This dilemma captures the heart of the response, but is simplistic as it stands. More
comments are in order.

6Huxley (1932).
7See Kant (1785).
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3.1.1 Desensitization

Even if the creature in question has no potential for autonomy, the Kantian isn’t com-
mitted to saying that any behavior toward it is permissible.According to Kant, for
example, it can still be wrong to be cruel to a dog who is no longer of use to us, even
though the dog has no autonomy.

If a man shoots his dog because the animal is no longer capableof service,
he does not fail in his duty to the dog, for the dog cannot judge, but his act
is inhuman and damages in himself that humanity which it is his duty to
show towards mankind. If he is not to stifle his human feelings, he must
practice kindness towards animals, for he who is cruel to animals becomes
hard also in his dealings with men.8

Similarly, perhaps, cruelty to laundry robots or laundry deltas is wrong because it de-
sensitizes us in our dealings with creatures of genuine moral agency.

But is it cruel to permit laundering in such a case? It is one thing to shoot a dog;
it is quite another to “make” it fetch for you. The latter seems more like a favor than a
cruelty. Similarly, it’s one thing to shoot a heteronymous laundry bot or laundry delta;
it’s another to have it do laundry, something which by designbrings it joy. It seems
that this response from desensitization does not successfully explain why it would be
wrong to let a creature do laundry.

It is also not clear that this response maintains the analogybetween ERS and EHS.
Engineered humans are likely to look a great deal like typical, autonomous humans,
and so perhaps adjusting to a laundry delta’s service would incline us through bad in-
duction to expect servility from autonomous humans too. Engineered robots designed
especially for laundry, though, will probably look very unlike humans. (Its main body
may be a big laundry bin, for example.) This would make the badinduction to humans
more difficult.

Thus the desensitization response looks unpromising on both major premises of the
EHS objection.

3.1.2 Autonomy and permissible inclinations

A Kantian might instead say that such a creature indeed has a capacity for genuine
autonomy, but that this capacity is being abused, for the creature’s actions are a means
to others’ ends. Of course, just the fact that the creature’sactions further others’ ends is
itself no Kantian transgression. The shopkeeper can sell you goods, and thereby serve
as a means to your ends, as long as the ends of the shopkeeper are also respected. So
the important question is whether a creature designed to enjoy laundry is being used as
ameremeans, or whether its own ends are being respected as well.

But of course by design the creature has the end of doing laundry. This seems
to be a perfectly permissible inclination, just as pursuingdry leaves in hot water is a
permissible inclination for humans. Engineering creatures to want to violate duties—
say, a DARPA project to make creatures who want to kill other autonomous beings—
would be wrong, on this view. (So much the worse for DARPA, I would say.) But

8Kant (1930) p. 240.
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unlike murder, there is nothing intrinsically wrong with pursuing laundry as an end in
itself.

The Kantian might insist that in an important sense it is indeed a kind of mistake
to pursue a trivial thing like laundry as an end in itself. Perhaps autonomy comes on a
spectrum, and a life spent in the service of ends like laundryis notasautonomous as
a life spent in the pursuit of a wide range of ends such as wisdom or friendship. Since
more autonomy is better, EHS (and ERS) are wrong because those lives could have
been better ones. This, I think, is the strongest form of the objection for Kantians, and
gets to the heart of the issue. Strangely, it is equivalent toan objection on the utilitarian
side, which we will examine shortly. Meanwhile, without this “degree of autonomy”
approach, it seems Kantians have little power for explaining what’s wrong with the
autonomous pursuit of permissible inclinations like laundry.

3.2 Aristotle and EHS

If we took a survey of the population on why it is wrong to engineer humans, it’s a good
bet that many would simply say that engineering humans isunnatural—as though that
word alone made it plain why it would be wrong. (Indeed, as though it were clear
what’s “unnatural” in the first place.) Aristotelian virtueethics has the advantage of
being able to give this initial intuition some philosophical weight. Perhaps engineer-
ing humans is wrong, according to Aristotelians, because humans have a determinate
well-being in virtue of their particular functions. To engineer humans away from this
function, then, is thereby to engineer them away from their own well-being. In sum-
mary, the Aristotelian can say that there is a particular wayhumans are meant to be,
and it is wrong to make humans be any other way. If right, then this would make for a
very good explanation for the wrongness of EHS.9

Of course, such a functional explanation completely seversthe analogy with en-
gineering robots. There is no determinate way robots shouldbe “naturally”, in virtue
of “their” function; we are the ones who provide robots with any of various designs.
On this functional account, a laundry bot would be pursuingeudaimoniaby doing the
thing it is designed to do—which is to say, by doing laundry.

An Aristotelian could say instead that it simply is not virtuous to design intelligent
creatures who want to do laundry. I will not spend much time onthis response; I hope
it sounds suspiciouslyad hoc. If we want an explanation for why engineering humans
(or robots) is bad, it does little good to “explain” that it isbad because it is vicious. We
would reasonably be left wondering why it is vicious.

3.3 Mill and EHS

Now we come to what I think is the heart of the matter—not because I’m a utilitarian
(though in fact I am), but because there is a straightforwardway to express in Millian
terms why we are most inclined to think that engineered servitude is wrong for both
robots and humans: such engineered servants seem to be living relativelyunfulfilling
lives. Put in Aristotelian terms, such creatures are robbedof the chance to pursue higher

9See Aristotle (BCE).
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ends, like friendship and art and poetry and philosophy. Putin the Kantian terms from
section 3.1.2, such creatures have only a limited and less worthwhile autonomy. Or,
put in Millian terms, engineered servitude substitutes lower pleasures for higher ones;
it substitutes a “fool satisfied” for a “Socrates dissatisfied”.10

Note, though, that robot servitude need not take the form of unfulfilling tasks.
Robots designed to want to paint great works of art or solve challenging math theo-
rems for us are also potential examples of robot servitude. Or consider the nice example
from Walker (2006) of a robot nanny—caring for children may make for a thoroughly
fulfilling life, as many human nannies have found.11 If so then this version of the EHS
objection cannot apply to these cases.

Let us return then to the hard case of substituting lower pleasures for higher ones.
Here much turns on the wordsubstitute. It is easy to imagine mistakenly that we face a
choice regarding one and the same person—whetherthat same personshould be a fool
satisfied (the laundrybot, the delta human) or a Socrates dissatisfied (the philosophybot,
the alpha human). But I granted from the start that such casesare wrong; they are not
the cases of interest. If we start with a determinate person (robot or human) and we
engineer that person into a less fulfilling life than that person would have had, then we
have clearly done something wrong. The hard cases, as I said,are the “pre-identity”
cases—cases in which it is in the nature of the person, from scratch, to have these
“lower” desires. In these situations, we are facing the choice between one person (the
laundry delta-human) and adifferentperson (the philosopher alpha-human).

3.3.1 Population ethics

It is at this point we enter the murky realm of population ethics. Many of the considera-
tions here are adapted directly from the “Future Generations” section of Derek Parfit’s
1984 book,Reasons and Persons. In Parfitian terms, the choice between one possi-
ble life and some other, different possible life is a “different-people, same-number”
choice. Such choices are relatively straightforward. Whenforced to pick one of two
potential lives, consequentialists would surely say to pick the one who will lead the
better life (all else being equal), while Kantians and Aristotelians would at least find
such a preference permissible.12

In the case of human engineering, it’s easy to picture thingsin different-people,
same-number terms. We imagine a particular set of chromosomes from some zygote
that would have become some one person naturally, and then weimagine tinkering with
those genes until the result is a different person. It is natural to think that the proper
choice here is to leave well enough alone. But if this is basedon the reasoning that we
cannot substitute lower pleasures for potential higher ones, then there are already coun-
terintuitive implications; by parity of reasoning, this view implies that radical genetic
enhancementfor still higher pleasures would be obligatory, should it become available.

10Mill (1863) p. 148.
11Walker is interested in the nanny case because it is a task which obviously would require person-level

intelligence, not because he thinks it is permissible. Oddly enough, a robot nanny also opens the stories in
Asimov (1950).

12As the nice overview in Ryberg et al. (2006) points out, theseconsiderations from population ethics will
generally span the spectrum of ethical views; as long as the view takes well-being into account as ethically
relevant, these points will apply.
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This is not obviously wrong, but it’s not obviously right, either. (If the reasoning is in-
stead that it is wrong to tinker with the “natural” course of the zygote, then we are back
to the Aristotelian functional answer that is obviously disanalogous with robots. And
if the reasoning is that such modifications would still result in the sameperson, then
we have the obligatory enhancement, and anyway we again havea disanalogy with
robots.)

To make matters worse, engineering humans need not be a same-number circum-
stance; imagine instead a future with powerful enough computers and chemical syn-
thesizing techniques to make it possible to design and produce full, human-like DNA
strands from scratch. In such a scenario there is no set of genes that would have been
before the engineering, and so no “Socrates dissatisfied” who is being displaced. The
robot case is of course like this. When deciding which robotsto make, we are not
faced with the decision between one particular potential robot and some other potential
robot; rather, we are faced in each case with whether to make this potential robot or not.
That is a “different-people, different-number” problem, and those are much trickier. In
effect, though it may be wrong tosubstitutea fool satisfied for a Socrates dissatisfied,
it is not obviously wrong merely toadda fool satisfied to the world. We can imagine
that the laundry person (robot or human) lives a happy, contented life doing laundry.
The person is glad to be alive, and looks forward to doing laundry each day. It is hard
to say that, all else being equal, the world is worse if we add such a life to it. Such a
view would imply, for example, that the world is made a bit worse each time a dolphin
is born. After all, such creatures are only capable of the lowest pleasures—lower than
the laundry person’s, even. (The laundry person is a person,after all, and capable of
higher pleasures like reasoning.) If we agree then that the world is at least not made
worse by adding such a life, and if faced with the choice between adding a laundry
person to the world (robot or human) and not adding such a life, we must agree it is
permissible to add such a life to the world.

In fairness, I should note that agreeing that it is okay to adda fool satisfied to
the world is the most controversial claim needed to reach (through the “mere addition
paradox”) what Parfit called theRepugnant Conclusion:

For any possible population of at least ten billion people, all with a very
high quality of life, there must be some much larger imaginable population
whose existence, if other things are equal, would be better,even though its
members have lives that are barely worth living.13

In effect, either answer to the “may we add a fool satisfied to the world?” has drastically
counterintuitive implications. I will not go into details of attempted solutions to this
puzzle. Suffice it to say that this puzzle stumps Parfit, and ingeneral what stumps
Parfit stumps me. Population ethics remains today a field withno good answers. The
surprising point for our purposes is that robot servitude turns out to be an interesting
special case of this problem.

Meanwhile, the EHS objection to permissible ERS gains no ground. If EHS is
wrong because it substitutes lower pleasures for higher ones, then it is clearly disanal-
ogous with ERS. On the other hand if we think of EHS and ERS as merely adding a

13Parfit (1984) p. 388. Parfit adds dryly: “as my choice of name suggests, I find this conclusion hard to
accept.”
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life of lower pleasures, then we must conclude that have no good explanation for the
wrongness of either practice.

3.3.2 Partial interests

It’s worth noting another possible avenue for arguments against EHS based on qual-
ity of life. One possibility for avoiding the Repugnant Conclusion is to insist on the
person-affecting restriction:

PAR One cannot compare well-being across two different circumstances
without comparing the situations of particular people who are in
both.

In effect the PAR bans talk of benefiting (or harming) creatures by creating them. There
is some intuitive force to this, though it is also deeply problematic in many ways.14 But
after all, in this arena you have to pick your poison, and believers in the PAR do have
an option available to them for explaining the wrongness of EHS. They cannot claim
that EHS is wrong because it harms the creature in question; the point of the PAR is
that one cannot relevantly compare the world with the creature and the one without.
Instead, EHS might be wrong in virtue of the relative life-quality for people who are in
both. For example, parents who have a partial interest in howthis human turns out will
be worse off if the human does not turn out as they wish.

This could explain the wrongness of EHS, but only in cases where there are deter-
minate parents or otherwise people of clear partial interest. (Even then, for the con-
sequentialist, only when those interests outweigh the interests of those served!) But
such circumstances are clearly disanalogous with the robotcase; it is not obvious there
would be similar partial interests. Besides, the humans could be engineered̀a la the
vats inBrave New World, and then it is not clear any such partial interests will be vio-
lated, and thus given the PAR it’s not clear EHS would be wrong. So on this view, too,
either there is a serious disanalogy with ERS, or else there is a failure to explain the
wrongness of EHS.

I haven’t heard, and can’t think myself, of any other possible explanations for the
wrongness of EHS. Short of other such options, it seems we must conclude that EHS
is no objection to permissible robot servitude.

4 Notes, caveats, and disclaimers

In summary, then:

1. Permissible engineered robot servitude has someprima facieplausibility

2. Engineered human servitude is not obviously wrong or analogous

3. The philosophical crux of the matter is in population ethics

14See the recent work of Gustaf Arrhenius for more details.
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I have a few quick but important notes before we wrap up, though.
First, I want to emphasize again that such engineered robotswould be worthy of

ethical respect. As with all persons, it would plausibly be our ethical obligation not
to thwart their rational desires, at least to the extent compatible with the desires of
others. If suddenly in the future there were no need for doinglaundry (perhaps because
we discover some cheap and environmentally friendly way to make tasteful disposable
clothes), it would be unethical simply to deny the laundry bot its aims. And whether
it would be unethical to turn the robot off in such a case is a question comparable to
whether and when human euthanasia is permissible. Is it onlypermissible when the
human (or robot) could not fulfill any more of its rational desires? Is it permissible
when the cost of sustaining the human or robot heavily burdens others? Since robots
are likely to have self-preservation as a rational desire, the analogy will be fairly close.

A related matter is the case of robots who reason themselves out of their desire
for their designed task. Plausibly it is constitutive of personhood to be able to reflect
on one’s desires and endorse or reject them. Now, I should sayfirst that if the robot’s
designers were effective (not to say “good”), this will be very hard for the robot to
do—at least as hard as it is for us to reason our way out of our own hardwired goals,
like eating or having sex. But Gandhi could reason his way outof eating, and priests
can reason their way out of sex, and similarly I grant that a laundry robot may decide
to renounce the base life of laundry for a more ascetic existence. If so, then of course I
would say it would be wrong to force such a robot to do laundry anyway;that is robot
slavery.

What about the family who paid for the robot in such an instance? That question
brings up another sticky point: that of property. On this point I can only speculate
briefly here. I’m strongly inclined, first, to say that people(of any material constitu-
tion) cannot be owned. The question of ownership might neverarise, however; Walker
suggests that his imagined nanny robots might just show up atthe door hoping to look
after kids. If the robot later decides to walk off, the robot is of course free to do so.
This does still leave the question of who will pay for such expensive robots, however.
My own hunch is that humans couldcommissionrobots to be created. This strikes me
as no more unethical, and no more an expectation of property rights, than paying an
obstetrician to help bring a human baby into the world.

At what point, though, do we even need to worry about our ethical treatment of the
machines around us? On this I have a more considered view, butI can only sketch it
here. First, define acreatureas any entity with a designed function (whether designed
by nature or by some intelligence) that also has sub-functions designed to help bring
about its main function(s) autonomously. This notion is substrate-independent; plants,
RoombasTM, mosquitoes, and humans are all creatures on this account. Creatures are
the type of thing that can be said in at least some minimal sense to be “trying” to achieve
something. But I do not think creaturehood alone is sufficient for moral consideration,
or at least not for significant moral consideration. The creature must also be aware
of the goals it is trying to achieve, and for that I think the capacity for learning is a
necessary condition. A creature that can learn can adjust its behavior according to some
feedback mechanism—which, I think, is to say that it must be capable of comparing
how it “wants” things to be with its representation of thingsas they actually are. This,
I suspect, is where serious ethical consideration can begin, and it grows by degrees as
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the learning and awareness becomes more sophisticated.
Finally, a word of humility and caution: wishful thinking and its attendant procliv-

ity toward rationalization are powerful forces, and we should be wary of them when
large ethical questions like this are (potentially) at stake. It wasn’t too long ago that
decent intellects thought they had good reasons for the permissibility of human slav-
ery. As I’ve argued, I think robot servitude is quite different from human slavery, and
permissible because of those differences—but if the controversy persists, we should err
on the ethically safe side. Should the ability to create suchrobots be at our fingertips,
we would have great incentive to justify the servitude of robots, and we should correct
for this bias with a wide margin for error. All the more reasonto work out the issue
now, I say, before powerful economic incentives begin to steer policy.
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